If you've read Undercover Princess then you will know the iconic pool scene between Lottie and Jamie, and how many things it seemed to spark. Jamie loves Lottie and Lott... The Rosewood Chronicles: Social Media AU.
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But at Rosewood, a secret never stays secret for long. Someone in the school is on to them—and if the truth is revealed, ... may be more treacherous than they ever expected. Undercover Princess is the first book in the Rosewood Chronicles series.
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Ellie Wolf is the crown princess of Maradova who'd give anything for a chance to have an ordinary life away from the ... at the prestigious Rosewood Hall boarding school. Together, they strike up a plan to make both of their wishes come true.
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Undercover Princess (The Rosewood Chronicles) has 1 reviews and 1 ratings. Reviewer pandacub wrote: Its about two girls who ... is just a ordinary girl who would really really really like to become a princess. Its very good and it has a big...
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In The Rosewood Chronicles series, Lottie Pumpkin attends Rosewood Hall on a scholarship, where she meets Ellie Wolf… a princess who longs to be ordinary, attending Rosewood Hall to avoid her royal duties in the kingdom of Maradova. Jamie Volk | The RoseWood Chronicles Wiki | Fandom

Jamie Volk is the Pakistani-Maradovian Partizan to Princess Eleanor Prudence Wolfson of Maradova. He also protects Lottie Pumpkin, Ellie’s Portman. He will do anything to protect them both.

Undercover Princess (The Rosewood Chronicles): Amazon.co ... Loved The Princess Diaries, Once Upon a Time and Girl Online? Then you'll love Undercover Princess! Lottie Pumpkin is a princess who longs to be ordinary, attending Rosewood Hall to avoid her royal duties in the kingdom of Maradova.

The Rosewood Chronicles #2: Princess in Practice. Connie Glynn

Online books free download ebooks The Rosewood Chronicles #2: Princess in Practice 9780062847843 by Connie Glynn in ... sparkling follow-up to Undercover Princess, which Kirkus described as “Cinderella meets Mean Girls while at Hogwarts.”

Undercover Princess (Rosewood Chronicles Series #1 ... Undercover Princess (The Rosewood Chronicles) is a charming royal adventure by YouTube star Connie Glynn. Lottie Pumpkin is an ordinary girl who longs to be a princess, attending Rosewood Hall on a scholarship. Ellie Wolf is a princess who longs to be ordinary, attending Rosewood Hall to avoid her royal duties in the kingdom of Maradova.
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